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Penn Township Wins Top Award in PennDOT 

Build a Better Mousetrap Contest 

Penn Township, Lancaster County, received the top prize in PennDOT’s Build a Better 

Mousetrap Contest this morning during the Pennsylvania State Association of Township 

Supervisors’ Excellence Awards ceremony. 

The event, which recognizes the significant achievements of townships and their officials 

from across the state, was held as part of PSATS’ 2022 Annual Educational Conference and Exhibit 

Show in Hershey. Today is the opening day of the conference, which has attracted attendees from 

every county in Pennsylvania. 
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The Build a Better Mousetrap Contest honors projects built and designed by road crews or 

municipal employees to improve safety, reduce costs, or increase efficiency. 

Penn’s public works crew designed a winder to make installing snow fence easier. 

“Putting up and taking down snow fence can be very labor intensive,” township roadmaster 

Daryl Lefever says. “The township has an aging workforce, and to be on our knees rolling up snow 

fence can be a task. The public works crew felt there was a need to come up with some way to roll 

snow fence up tighter and not be bent over on our knees to do it.” 

The crew developed a way to use hydraulics on the township’s small dump truck to create a 

winder that tightly rolls up the fencing on a metal rod. With the exception of valving, hydraulic 

hoses, and a few universal joints, the crew built the new winder from scrap parts, for a cost of about 

$520. 

“Putting up snow fence has cut down on the blowing and drifting of the snow in problem 

and high-traffic areas so the public can travel safer,” Lefever says. “[The new winder] has enabled 

us to be more efficient in rolling the snow fence rolls tighter for storage. It has [eliminated] getting 

up and down from rolling snow fence on the ground, and there’s possibly a benefit in [fewer] 

workmen’s compensation claims.” 

Join the PSATS Annual Conference conversation at #PSATSConf22 and follow PSATS on 
Facebook (facebook.com/psats) and Twitter (twitter.com/psats). 

* * *

The Pennsylvania State Association of Township Supervisors represents Pennsylvania’s 

1,454 townships of the second class and is committed to preserving and strengthening township 

government and securing greater visibility and involvement for townships in the state and federal 

political arenas. Townships of the second class cover 95 percent of Pennsylvania’s land mass and 
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represent more residents — nearly 5.7 million — than any other type of political subdivision in the 

commonwealth. 
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